
                        INSTITUTE for  
  QUANTUM STRUCTURES AND DEVICES 
          (CFI  International application) 
 
A. Basic Rationale 
The application here will be for a multi-national centre, based in Vancouver, for the development of 
new physical structures which incorporate quantum properties in an essential way, and the 
incorporation of these into new kinds of ‘quantum device’. The new institute will build upon existing 
strengths in Vancouver. It will involve groups of researchers and several institutes in the USA (mostly 
from Stanford), Australia (notably the Univ of New South Wales), and Japan (Univ of Tokyo)  in an 
essential way- this will involve sharing of personnel and infrastructure, along with exchange and joint 
research agreements. It is intended that the infrastructure in Canada will complement that in these  
foreign centres. The institute will also involve Canadian partners, again with complementary 
infrastructure- these include NINT , SFU, the Univ of Alberta, and the Univ of Sherbrooke..  
 
The local Vancouver effort will build upon 2 existing strengths, viz.,  

(i) A large UBC group of experimental condensed matter physicists, chemists, and engineers, 
which is still growing to a planned total core complement of over 20 professors, and whose 
focus is on quantum materials, quantum devices, and fundamental studies in new kinds of 
solid-state quantum systems.- many of these researchers are working in the existing AMPEL 
facility.   

(ii) The new Pacific Institute for Theoretical Physics (PITP), which is an international institute 
covering most fields of theoretical physics. The main input from PITP will come from the 
existing ‘Quantum Condensed Matter” network, which includes 3 Nobel laureates in 
physics, and the “Complex Systems” network.  

 
In the last few years UBC has been deliberately building up a large and strong group in the area of 
quantum structures, quantum materials, and the applications of research in the area to quantum 
devices. At the same time a very strong theoretical research group in this area has been assembled. 
This has involved the hiring so far of 15 experimental physicists and chemists, plus several 
experimental biophysicists, and 7 theorists working in quantum condensed matter physics (along with 
1 biophysics theorist). This hiring plan is by no means complete- it is intended that another 10 
experimentalists working in this area be hired in physics and chemistry, as part of a university plan. At 
the same time we have built up a large collaborative research effort between UBC and Stanford 
(involving now 12 different research collaborations between the 2 institutions, as well as a number of 
cross appointments), and more recently, between UBC and the Australian ‘centre of excellence’ based 
in Sydney (with an important branch in Brisbane).  
 
The key idea behind this very large effort is the development of new technologies and devices based 
on essentially quantum ideas like interference, coherence, and even entanglement, along with the 
design of new quantum materials and quantum structures starting from microscopic theory (both 
analytic and computational). It is by now fairly well understood that we are on the threshold of a new 
technological revolution involving experimental research work in surface physics and chemistry, and 



the design and fabrication of quantum devices based on magnetic, quantum dot, and superconducting 
components, built from nanofabricated metallic, semiconducting, and insulating structures, or even 
directly from molecules or atoms.  
 
Much of the progress achieved so far would have been impossible without  
      (a) fundamental new theoretical insights in solid-state physics. 
      (b) the development of new nanoscale fabrication and assembly techniques, and new nanoprobes 
like the STM, optical tweezers, high resolution electron microscopy, X-ray microscopy and 
holography using synchroptron radiation techniques, along with crucial advances in experimental 
solid-state physics and characterization methods. 
 
 The theoretical insights include the understanding of exotic new strongly-correlated systems like the 
Quantum Hall fluids, supersolids, superfluids and superconductors, quantum magnets, low-
dimensional quantum systems, complex materials based on transition metal compounds or organic 
groups, and large-scale quantum phenomena (including the understanding of decoherence and 
dissipation  mechanisms in magnetic, superconducting, and semiconducting systems). They also 
include a quite revolutionary new ability to realistically model complex quantum systems numerically, 
using new methods like dynamic mean field theory, density func tional methods like LDA+U, 
diagrammatic quantum Monte Carlo methods, or the ‘Carr-Parinello’ technique.  As a consequence of 
this we envisage a new kind of ‘designer’ quantum technology, in which new materials with 
properties depending essentially on the multi-particle quantum wave-functions can be designed and 
built to spec, and incorporated into entirely new kinds of quantum structure.  
 
The new advances in experimental physics, chemistry and engineering crucially involve new 
fabrication tools and probes. These include the STM, spectroscopic electromagnetic tools in the X-ray, 
optical, and microwave range, electronic spectroscopy, SQUIDs, SEMs, and holographic tools, 
photonic manipulation (eg., optical tweezers), spin manipulation, and nascent attempts to manipulate 
quantum phases in superconducting, magnetic systems and quantum dot systems. To do any of this 
requires sophisticated preparation facilities, including single crystal synthesis, and synthesis and self-
assembly at scales from macromolecules and nanoparrticles down to atoms and atomic clusters. It also 
requires nanostructuring (eg., multi-beam Molecular Beam Epitaxy, to prepare novel ‘designer’ 
multilayer structures with atomic resolution at low T; electron beam lithography, ion beam etching, 
etc.), and the fabrication of non-standard materials and devices (far from Si), such as functionalized 
magnetic, molecular, superconducting, and photonic arrays, switches, etc. Other nanostructuring and 
nanofabrication facilities of central importance include fully equipped cleanroom facilites, focused ion 
beam etching, and modern surface analysis facilites such as scanning Auger, XPS, and time of flight 
secondary ion mass spectrometry.  
 
With this battery of new techniques, experimental and applied physics are beginning to expand rapidly 
away from traditional studies of semiconductors, metals, and simple magnets and superconductors, to 
embrace exotic new quantum systems ranging from artificially engineered systems like the ‘Quantum 
Corral’ or arrays of molecules, spins, quantum dots, superconducting devices, etc., to hybrid materials 
involving organic and inorganic components- the new variety of physical systems is quite bewildering.  
 
There is now a world-wide race going on to achieve what is sometimes called “convergence”, in the 
emerging new technologies based on these theoretical and experimental developments. These 



technologies involve many different elements, from information technology (including new kinds of 
information storage and processing device), communications, nanoengineered platforms for gene and 
drug delivery, new kinds of microprobe for sensing everything from magnetic and electric fields to 
pressure and chemical environment, and an enormous array of new materials, both single and 
composite, at length scales ranging from sub-nanometre up. The idea of “convergence” is that as these 
new technologies are brought together, a 2nd industrial revolution will result, with huge (and largely 
unpredictable) long-term consequences. It is widely hoped that out of this revolution some long-term 
solutions to really pressing problems may emerge. Examples commonly cited are (1) new kinds of 
energy technology (as a solution to the problem of renewable energy resources); (2) new kinds of 
information processing system (including quantum information processing); and (3) a wide array of 
quantum devices based on superconducting junctions, magnetic quantum wires and molecules 
(including spin chain molecular systems), quantum dots, and paramagnetic and nuclear spins.  
 
The point we wish to emphasize here is that a central part of this revolution involves quantum 
mechanics, and that there is a pressing need for a centre which directly addresses this, instead of trying 
to solve problems in isolation. Our vision is that in the not to distant future we will be operating in a 
world in which quantum mechanical effects will play the dominant role in defining the functionality of  
new devices and materials. We are at the beginning of an intellectual revolution which will, if we can 
meet the challenge, revolutionize computation, information storage and transmission, devices based on 
the transport of charge and spin,, energy storage and production, biomedical devices and in vitro body 
function monitors. This intellectual challenge demands the use of quantum interference and coherence 
effects, quantum entanglement, fractionalization of quantities like spin and charge, and quantum 
mechanical transport of charge and spin without dissipation. Starting with ideas and predictions from 
theoretical physics, experiments will be set up to study the properties of engineered materials and 
devices based on quantum phenomena, and with fundamental features which can only be achieved by 
drawing upon quantum mechanics.  
 
From this point of view the examples (1)-(3) mentioned in the penultimate paragraph should be 
viewed as spin-offs or crucial by-products of the work of the planned centre- indeed they cannot be 
achieved without first grappling with more basic problems (to be discussed more below). It makes no 
sense, for example, to try to develop new kinds of information technology (which will ultimately be 
quantum mechanical) without first dealing with the fundamental problem of decoherence and the 
mechanisms controlling it- and this is a problem requiring important new theoretical and experimental 
work. In the same way a proper solution to the problem of renewable energy resources will not come 
by just attacking it head on-  fundamental new ideas are required, many of which will have to come 
from a combined theoretical and experimental study of quantum materials.    
 
 
  
 
 
B. Research Goals 
Our general goal is to create a centre which will seed the development of new kinds of quantum 
device, new quantum materials, and in general provide the basis for new quantum technology.   
Without attempting a systematic discussion, some of the more specific ideas and planned research 
goals, for both structures and devices, include: 



 
1.Magnetic cluster molecules on 2-dimensional electron gas structures, with interactions controlled by 
gate voltages in FET-like structures. Can we control the decoherence and the interactions sufficiently 
to make a multi QUBIT device for quantum computing? The production of artificial (magnetic) 
molecules using quantum dots with magnetic atoms or molecules, coupled by engineered 
combinations of electrodes to function as gates to control the coupling. The development of spin-based 
arrays of quantum devices of this kind. 
 
2. Electrical transport through Single molecules in nanoscopic structures as detectors of nuclear spin 
dynamics; the use of this in quantum devices. 
 
3. Quantum confinement in artificial structures produced by scanning tunneling manipulations of 
atoms and molecules on single crystal surfaces or by a combination of electron , ion, and focused x-ray 
beams. As in the quantum mirage-like studies, we can in this way image information being generated 
by atomic or molecular structures at a predetermined point distant from the actual source.  
 
4. Control of solitonic-like domain wall motion in one-dimensional magnetic wires in half-metallic 
ferromagnets by electron transport. The study of conjugated organic molecular systems to control the 
motion and eventual storage of solitons in single (macro)molecular structures.  
 
5. New materials for magnetoelectric effects in which small fields can be used to control large changes 
in electric or magnetic polarization. These are materials in which Berry phase issues together with 
time reversal symmetry breaking as well as inversion symmetry breaking join hands. The use of spin 
and rotational degeneracies and the Berry phase in certain molecules, to produce half-integer rotational 
excitations for new two-level systems. Such quantum mechanical rotations can persist even in the solid 
down to very low temperatures.   
 
6. Fundamental studies of fractionalization in low dimensional systems such as spin charge separation, 
fractional charges, fractional spins excitations as in spinons. Fundamental studies of the excitations in 
quantum magnets in low dimensions (spin chains, 2-d quantum magnets), and also in higher-
dimensional quantum magnets like solid He-3 or quantum spin glasses. Study of the spin dynamics in 
such systems, partly with an eye on quantum information processing and decoherence studies.  
 
7. The production of very short pulsed very high magnetic fields with focused laser or x ray beams 
using the inverse Faraday effect. Such large fields could make magnetic recording and reading 
extremely fast and efficient increasing storage densities.  
 
8. New materials based on theoretical design of nanostructures of selected materials, into new 
structures with exceptional properties. These are examples of new classes of systems which we believe 
will evolve from the new concepts based on building blocks whose properties are determined by the 
surroundings via quantum mechanical tunneling, confinement and interference. The use of molecular 
beam epitaxy and focused ion beam methods etc to produce structures which cannot be made with 
standard solid state chemistry methods.  
 
9. New molecular like structures based on defects in semiconductors and insulators with particular 
topologies, which theoretically can exhibit spectacular magnetic properties purely because of 



symmetry, quantum mechanics, and the nature of Fermions ( Pauli principle). “Molecules“  can be 
made in this way, which could not be realized without the semiconducting background these structures 
are in.  
 
10. Organic and biomolecular systems in photovoltaic devices such as batteries and solar cells utilizing 
apparent large length scale disipationless transport of charge and excitations. A basic understanding of 
these large length scale effects as in DNA for example or photochemistry is still missing . A study of 
model systems combined with theory of complex systems should provide some answers.  
 
11. Spintronics, ie., the manipulation of spin without the movement of charge, as in the spin Hall 
effect, magnetic semiconductors and half metallic ferromagnets. The development of ‘quantum 
spintronics’ in which the quantum phase of the spins is being manipulated. The combined theoretical 
and experimental development of spin-based quantum information processing systems, involving spin 
qubits. 
  
                     NB: these items do not yet include input from the foreign institutions 
 
 
 
 
C. Budget Description 
The new infrastructure required at UBC to fulfill these goals will include: 
 
1. An extension to the AMPEL building, to house new infrastructure and personnel         $ 25 million 
 
2. Modern facilities for materials and device production and characterization                   $ 40 million 
 
3. Roughly 5 new faculty slots to cover white spots not covered by us or the international partners at 
this time.  especially at the interface between biology ,Physics and Engineering;  solid state Chemistry, 
Physics and sustainable energy; Physics, Engineering ,and Medicine; use of modern large facilities 
such as synchrotrons, free electron lasers , neutrons in the studies of complex systems.  etc  
 
4. Support for technical staff to operate central facilities such as clean room, surface analysis, electron 
microscopy, electron beam lithography, materials characterization, MBE and ultra-thin film 
preparation facilities ----   
 
5. A general operating fund of                                                                                        $ 8.5 million p.a. 

 
We propose to supplement the $35 million CFI funding with $30 million BC provincial funding for 
the initial investment and a further $8.5 million per year initially for 5 years in operating costs covered 
by UBC and the BC provincial government sources, as well as user fees from national and 
international sources. We emphasize here that these sums do NOT include funding to be raised by the 
international partners for complementary facilities in Australia and the USA.  
 
 
 



D. Project Summary 
 
2 central features of the proposed centre are (1) a very tight collaboration between theory and 
experiment, reminiscent of that which once operated in Bell Labs, and (ii) a cross-disciplinary 
collaboration between different areas of physics, chemistry, and engineering, along with theory, and 
between the main centres in this proposal. We see no other way to achieve some of the major goals of 
the expected ‘quantum revolution’.  
 
A crucial part of the proposal is the tight coordination of efforts in Canada with those of our partners 
in Stanford, Australia, and Tokyo, which has been slowly created in the last several years. We intend 
to have complementary facilities, along with extensive research collaboration, across the board- this 
will involve joint use of facilities, extensive exchange of students, postdocs and faculty, and long-term 
visits between the institutions. We emphasize that some of this is under way already. We do not 
believe that the major goals we have described here can be achieved without a genuine international 
collaboration, drawing upon the extensive expertise of the various institutions.   
 
 
E. List (incomplete) of foreign partners     
 
     These are institutions which will be involved in some way in the application. There are also a 
number of individuals that will also be involved, essentially through their existing involvement as 
members of PITP.  
 

(i) Stanford University 
(ii) University of Queensland 
(iii) University of New South Wales 
(iv) IBM 
(v)        University of Tokyo     

 
F. List of UBC faculty involved (incomplete)   
 
      Note that some of the chemists at UBC who will be involved are not yet listed below. 
 
Coordinators:  PCE Stamp          (PITP director) 
                        GA Sawatzky      (AMPEL director) 
 
Theory:           IK Affleck 
                       M Berciu 
                       M Franz 
                       S Plotkin 
                       J Rottler 
                       GA Sawatzky 
                       M Shapiro 
                       PCE Stamp 
                       F Zhou 



Experiment:   J Barth 
                       D Bonn 
                       A Damascelli 
                       J Folk 
                       WN Hardy 
                        J Hepburn 
                        D Jones 
                        RF Kiefl 
                        A MacFarlane 
                        M MacLachlan 
                        K Madison 
                        C Michal 
                        GA Sawatzky 
                        T Tiedje 
                        J Young 
 
                         
                         


